
cloud in the shape of an air gap 

 

 

is trying to avoid the X for Y format & use of nonce words what’s said means tagging 

each thing & its reverse in perfect forward secrecy engineered for bigger the trees are 

seed cabinets grass is hostility beneath the flower process doing the work of pillage edit 

erase in the pad crashed for keys to decipher a smudge of lilac thrown away by 

ratcheting memory love is dark joy turned on in clean cascades not paranoid enough 

citizen the smallest of grace notes & an actual list of friends marking themselves safe in 

tragedy the shortest route home has been found take providence 

 

there comes a point when attribution dressed in pansy is the meaning a field of 

heartsease between those that joined the exploit experience & those beyond ride-

sharing black boxes don’t tally like the allure behind curtain auroras bromides borrow 

melody from a long-limbed song & speak of buzz cut days preserved in wavy borders 

dreaming of diving under falling stars & bars for glory it starts to mean lost early 

constellations track collection glittered in beeswax touching private spaces using 

achievement badges ribbons breaking points to determine every hued breathing those 

that bought the turn of the screw also bought the dead  

  

behind spook-speak is full of runs & difficult passages plainclothes not always a veil 

logging keystrokes as truths & salted to be harder to hack exposed to gain a target with 

hay-colored hair paying in cash still traceable inside the porridge belt wainscoting is 

always blue the fenced-in portion not taking back answers ticking red next to freedom 

of intrusion rapid eye a bittersweet clock syphoned in the treble of radio & hibiscus 

modeling flash drives a festschrift for three letter agency bite down on popcorn time & 

lean into to the embrace of what looks to be a window 

  



cloud in the shape of a scarecrow with bucket head & croquet mallet 

 

 

they ignore the raised threat & nest in the straw-hat that fails to dress up metal in a way 

that trucks with human 

 

they light like a joke on the arms that are a pipe & part of the cuneiform that somehow 

attracts instead of provoking fear 

 

they pluck threads from the vestments blue shirtsleeve red scarf sheared cuffs of kakis 

to brighten the weave of elsewhere 

  



cloud in the shape of soft porn 

 

 

the veteran appraisal of his upper lip is three-rows-of-five a group of ants holding hands 

quaking by starry-eyed fresh to the life style a water cycle shy of the arousal of dead 

trees is how the lovers hope to keep from breaking with transparency while broken 

limbs poke below their darkling covers in parting wetness  

 

starry-eyed & three-rows-of-five swing thru pierced nipples & thimble-dicks beginning in 

grenache expecting a pulse to ripen take a body do something to it do something else to 

it the poem is entitled to do whatever it wants striking tuned lumber circling a score of 

elevens until players come out of parts glistening in the signature of sharps running the 

table on legal tender before stumbling into title  

 

starry-eyed & three-rows-of-five uncouple from reiterating tussles occulted flutings of 

wood thrush in lay madness where adjoined is now parallel evaporation the primary 

path back to no longer touching under forecast nomenclature ripples in a closed 

watershed reaching for artifice erecting less  

 


